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QUESTION 1 
Who can add custom classes or properties to a P8 repository? 
 

A. IBM Software Services. 

B. Accredited IBM business partners. 

C. Customer IT personnel. 

D. All of the above. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Which is the best way for custom applications to get information at runtime about the data model 
of a P8 system? 
 

A. Read the repository database schema and mapping the table and column names to classes and 
properties. 

B. Use P8 APIs to examine metadata objects like Class Descriptions and Property Descriptions. 

C. Study IBM FileNet product documentation along with custom application functional specifications. 

D. Use IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management tools to discover relationships and data types. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which of the following is NOT TRUE for P8 event subscriptions? 
 

A. Although the event subscription subsystem and the audit logging subsystem are not the same 
thing, there is a close relationship between them. 

B. "Active content" refers to the ability to trigger activity within the system in response to changes 
made by users and applications. The users or applications need not be explicitly aware of the 
actions they are triggering. 

C. Event handlers are selected from a pre-defined list of actions included in the P8 APIs. 

D. A given event can trigger multiple event handlers for related or unrelated purposes. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Which type of asset CANNOT be exported or imported using FileNet Deployment Manager when 
deploying an application? 
 

A. File Storage areas 

B. Stored searches 

C. Class definitions 

D. Property definitions 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Which of the following information about each asset is NOT listed in an export manifest? 
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A. The type of asset 

B. The display name of the asset 

C. The file system location of the asset 

D. The object store to which the asset belongs 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
In what significant functional way or ways do the CE Java and .NET APIs differ? 
 

A. Only the CE .NET API can use Content Management Interoperability Services (CMIS) as a 
transport. 

B. They have different authentication techniques and distributed transaction handling. 

C. The CE Java API cannot use web services as a transport. 

D. The CE .NET API uses OLEDB for executing CE SQL queries. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
Which of these are TYPICAL uses for extending P8 with subscription event handlers? 
 

A. Checking a database partition for adequate space before storing large content. 

B. Monitoring server environmental factors like temperature and power consumption. 

C. Launching a workflow in response to a document creation, modification, or deletion. 

D. Generating nightly statistical reports of the numbers of documents using storage areas. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
Which of the following system steps would you use to implement process orchestration that will 
allow to interact with and use external web services from a work flow: 
 

A. Add a Receive Step from the BPM palette to the work flow and configure it to request data from 
the external web service 

B. Add a Reply Step from the BPM palette to the work flow and configure it to send a response to 
the external web service 

C. Add a Invoke Step from the BPM palette to the work flow and configure it to call the external web 
service 

D. Add a Invoke and Reply Step from the BPM palette to the work flow 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Which type of process queues are available in CPE? 
 

A. Work, Component, User 

B. Work, Personal, Component 

C. Work, Case, Component 

D. Personal, Case, Component 
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Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
Before you install IBM FileNet Content Platform Engine(CPE) 5.2, on DB2 or Oracle, how many 
databases will you recommend as a best practice? 
 

A. One database 

B. Two separate databases each with a separate tablespace 

C. Three separate databases. One for the GCD, one for Content, and one for the 1st Object Store 

D. Four separate databases. One for the GCD, one for Content, one for the 1st Object Store, and 
one for a Fixed Content Device 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
Which one of the following tools is replaced by PELog in CPE? 
 

A. VWLog 

B. eLog 

C. CELog 

D. VWVerify 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
Which is NOT a characteristic of a workflow definition? 
 

A. It is a graphical map showing the sequences of steps needed to complete the business process 

B. Contains roles to specify which users can access specific types of work flows 

C. It is a specification of each step, including who will process the work for the step, which step 
processor application the participant will use, which attachments are required, what data is 
necessary, what responses the participant can choose, and other options. 

D. Contains routing logic that specifies how work advances from one step to the next 

 
Answer: B 
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